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Oasis®  Series
If your environment demands a more robust solution for cluster seating, 
your search is over. This Norix® cafeteria seating collection will meet 
your needs. Oasis® tables, with fixed or swivel seats, are designed 
and engineered specifically for dayrooms, dining halls, and visitation 
areas—perfect for situations where users need more back support than 
traditional stools provide.

Cafeteria Table 
30” x 48” 

ADA Table 
30” x 72” 



Non-Removable Glides
Non-removable, steel encased 
floor glides protect the floor from 
scratching without risking the 
safety of residents and staff.

Contraband Resistant
Specifically designed without any 
creases or nooks to mitigate the 
ability to hide contraband.

Easy Cleanability
Bleach solutions and hospital-
grade cleaners can safely be used 
for sanitation without effecting the 
surface material or color.

Secure Molded Edge 
The molded edge is radiused for 
comfort and pressure fused to 
the extra strength top, making it 
permanently fixed, highly sanitary 
and pick resistant

Rounded Edges
Smooth, rounded edges provide a 
pleasing aesthetic and contribute 
to a safe design.

Extreme Durability
The heavy-duty, durable design 
offers enhanced safety for 
residents and peace of mind 
for staff.

Tamper Resistant
The base and top are securely 
attached with a fully welded steel 
plate and reinforced gussets, while 
each seat features molded-in 
threaded steel inserts attached to 
a reinforced seat support plate to 
create a tamper resistant, steel-to-
steel connection.

Features That Matter

Bolt-Down Capability
For additional security, this table 
can be anchored to the floor with 
an optional bolt-down kit.

Superior Seating
The ergonomic, one-piece, 
rotationally molded seating is non-
absorbent, easy to clean and highly 
durable.



Interested in our products?
Call us to schedule a tour of our showroom:
630-231-1331
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